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Abstract:  16 

Logistic and supply chain management (LSCM) is of paramount importance to a construction 17 

project but is often problematic. Many researchers see LSCM per se as a web of decisions to be 18 

made, and attribute problems to a lack of process and information concurrence. This is exacerbated 19 

by fragmentation, discontinuity, and heterogeneity in construction LSCM. The bi-directional 20 

information flow remains unachieved in the existing sensing-based systems for construction LSCM. 21 

Without panoramically interconnected to other smart abilities such as the automatic action-taking 22 

ability, most existing sensing-based systems are insufficient to realize their full potentials in 23 

facilitating construction LSCM. Building on previous studies on smart construction objects (SCOs), 24 

this paper aims to develop an SCO-enabled system that can enhance concurrence of process and 25 

information, with a view to informing better decision-making in construction LSCM. It does so by 26 

first analyzing the problems in prevailing LSCM practices using business process reengineering. 27 

Based on this analysis, the architecture for an SCO-enabled LSCM system is proposed and 28 

developed into a prototype. Then the system is calibrated and validated in the rich context of 29 

offshore prefabrication housing production in Hong Kong. It is found that SCOs, with their 30 

properties of awareness, communicativeness, and autonomy built into a smart management system, 31 
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can supplement the existing LSCM process with more concurrent decision-making information. 32 

This paper contributes to the body of knowledge in two areas. It adds to the theoretical debate on 33 

decision-making by arguing the importance of information and process concurrence and trying to 34 

explicate it in the context of construction LSCM. In addition, the SCO-enabled LSCM system can 35 

be implemented in real-life practice to alleviate the many problems existing in construction LSCM. 36 

 37 

Keywords: Logistics and supply chain management (LSCM), Smart Construction Objects (SCOs), 38 

Business process reengineering, Information and process concurrence, construction. 39 

 40 

Introduction 41 

Logistic and supply chain management (LSCM) is of vital importance to construction. Every 42 

construction project is fixed commodity, which is site-specific and purpose-built (Dubois and 43 

Gadde, 2002). A myriad of contractors and vendors supply countless materials and components for 44 

assembly on construction sites, often amid congestion. Any interruption to the logistic and supply 45 

chain may result in severe losses, while stocking sufficient buffer is not always possible on a 46 

congested site. LSCM is particularly challenging nowadays where supplies are sourced from a 47 

geographically dispersed international market (Lu et al., 2014). Managers must now comply with 48 

requirements relating to carbon emission reduction (Bhattacharya et al., 2014), fair trade promotion 49 

(Moxham and Kauppi, 2014), and enhancement of employee welfare down the logistics and supply 50 

chain (Wieland and Handfield, 2013). The rule-of-thumb cost formula in construction suggests that 51 

direct costs such as materials, machinery, and manpower consists of large expenditure of total cost 52 

(Kaiser and Snyder, 2012). Late delivery of materials directly leads to nearly a quarter of project 53 

time-delays (Koushki and Kartam, 2004). Therefore, efficient management of the logistic and 54 

supply chain has significant and immediate material implications for construction projects.  55 
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 56 

In the search of theories and practices that are applicable to construction LSCM, researchers have 57 

also started to recognize the importance of information. For example, Zsidisin et al. (2000) 58 

articulated that management of materials and information flow is the key aspect of LSCM. Likewise, 59 

Handfield and Nichols (1999) view LSCM as being concerned with not only moving and 60 

transforming goods, from raw material extraction through to delivery to end-users, but also the 61 

associated flow of information. The central tenet underpinning these studies is that LSCM per se is 62 

the making of an array of decisions across the construction process based on available information 63 

and knowledge. To improve LSCM performance, one needs to manage information to allow more 64 

informed decision-making. The main objective of information management, in layman’s terms, is to 65 

support decision-making by ensuring that accurate information is always available at the right time 66 

in the right format to the right person (Chen et al., 2015). In this paper, this objective will be 67 

redefined and elaborated upon as process and information concurrence. 68 

 69 

Recently, Niu et al. (2015) developed the concept of smart construction objects (SCOs): 70 

“construction resources (e.g. machinery, tools, devices, materials, components, and even temporary 71 

or permanent structures) that are made smart by augmenting them with sensing, processing and 72 

communication abilities so that they have autonomy and awareness, and can interact with the 73 

vicinity to enable better decision-making”. With their core properties and representations, SCOs 74 

have various computational applications, one of which is construction LSCM. SCOs can act as the 75 

elementary building blocks of smart LSCM by sensing, processing and communicating information. 76 

Properly linked to building information modeling (BIM) and the Internet of Things (IoT), SCOs can 77 

provide concurrent decision-making information, and in turn, lead to more efficient LSCM (Niu et 78 

al., 2015). However, an operable LSCM system based on SCOs is yet to be developed.  79 
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 80 

The primary aim of this research is to develop an SCO-enabled system with a view to informing 81 

better decision-making in construction LSCM. Informed by decision science, the theoretical 82 

argument of this research is the importance of process and information concurrence, including how 83 

to define, measure, and achieve this concurrence. The remainder of the paper comprises five 84 

sections. Subsequent to this introductory section is a literature review examining definitions of 85 

LSCM, the theoretical foundation of LSCM, information concurrence from a decision science 86 

perspective and SCOs as a development trend in achieving this concurrence. Section 3 is an 87 

elaboration of the research methodology, at the core of which is a mixed method. First, prevailing 88 

LSCM is revisited by engaging business process reengineering (BPR) as an analytical tool. Then, 89 

the multi-layer architecture of an SCO-enabled LSCM system is proposed and further developed 90 

into an operable prototype. Finally, the system is calibrated and validated in the rich context of 91 

offshore prefabrication housing production in Hong Kong. Section 4 reports the results and analyses. 92 

Section 5 discusses the prospects and challenges of the SCO-enabled LSCM system, and 93 

conclusions are drawn in Section 6.  94 

 95 

Literature review 96 

Logistic and supply chain management in construction 97 

While logistics and supply chains are often mentioned in tandem, they refer to two different 98 

concepts in the literature: supply chain management (SCM) and logistics management. According 99 

to the APICS Dictionary (Ray, 2012), a supply chain is “the global network used to deliver products 100 

and services from raw materials to end customers through an engineered flow of information, 101 

physical distribution, and cash”. Originating in the manufacturing industry, a simple supply chain 102 

network may include a supplier, manufacturer, wholesaler, and retailer. Its management refers to 103 
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management of the flow of goods and services as well as associated cooperation works (Cooper et 104 

al., 1997; Handfield and Nichols, 1999). In contrast, logistics management has been differentiated 105 

as a constituent component of SCM by the Council of Supply Chain Management Professionals 106 

(CSCMP) (Stock and Boyer, 2009). It is only concerned with the flow and storage of goods with 107 

related information between the point of origin and the point of consumption (CSCMP, 2005). SCM 108 

encompasses coordination, collaboration and integration of business operations that are beyond the 109 

scope of logistics management (Cooper et al., 1997). Nevertheless, contemporary understandings of 110 

SCM and logistics management have not been appreciably different (Cachon and Fisher, 2000; 111 

Lambert and Cooper, 2000). In practice, they are often referred to as a single term logistics and 112 

supply chain management (LSCM), but it is suggested that readers bear these differences in mind 113 

while reading this paper.    114 

 115 

Movahedi et al. (2009) provided a summary of the evolution of LSCM from creation, integration, 116 

and globalization through to LSCM as service, i.e. the so-called LSCM 2.0. The scope of LSCM has 117 

been continuously developed and enriched (Stock and Boyer, 2009). In earlier studies, for example, 118 

the management of material flow is the key aspect of LSCM (Zsidisin et al., 2000). The concern of 119 

material flow is with moving and transforming goods, from extraction of raw materials through to 120 

delivery to end-users. Service flow and finance flow were next proposed for inclusion in LSCM 121 

(Mentzer et al., 2001). Flow management aside, LSCM was later expanded to include management 122 

of networks between inter-organizational stakeholders and across intra-organizational functional 123 

units involved in the process (Dainty et al., 2001; Rameezdeen, 2016). LSCM has now successfully 124 

evolved into a discipline in its own right and the body of LSCM literature has grown exponentially. 125 

This growth makes a comprehensive review of the literature difficult, even when focusing on the 126 

construction sector only.  127 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/235278234_Supply_Chain_Management_More_Than_a_New_Name_for_Logistics?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f1aa887eefd5a7733d6c080b5a9f05ec-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTAwMTI4NDtBUzo0MTk2MTc0NTAyODMwMDhAMTQ3NzA1NjAwNDEyMA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/260386288_Defining_Supply_Chain_Management?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f1aa887eefd5a7733d6c080b5a9f05ec-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTAwMTI4NDtBUzo0MTk2MTc0NTAyODMwMDhAMTQ3NzA1NjAwNDEyMA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/242020354_Developing_a_consensus_definition_of_supply_chain_management_A_qualitative_study?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f1aa887eefd5a7733d6c080b5a9f05ec-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTAwMTI4NDtBUzo0MTk2MTc0NTAyODMwMDhAMTQ3NzA1NjAwNDEyMA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/242020354_Developing_a_consensus_definition_of_supply_chain_management_A_qualitative_study?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f1aa887eefd5a7733d6c080b5a9f05ec-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTAwMTI4NDtBUzo0MTk2MTc0NTAyODMwMDhAMTQ3NzA1NjAwNDEyMA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/227447336_Supply_Chain_Inventory_Management_and_Value_of_Shared_Information?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f1aa887eefd5a7733d6c080b5a9f05ec-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTAwMTI4NDtBUzo0MTk2MTc0NTAyODMwMDhAMTQ3NzA1NjAwNDEyMA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/247628575_New_Perspectives_on_Construction_Supply_Chain_Integration?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f1aa887eefd5a7733d6c080b5a9f05ec-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTAwMTI4NDtBUzo0MTk2MTc0NTAyODMwMDhAMTQ3NzA1NjAwNDEyMA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/222512690_Issues_in_Supply_Chain_Management?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f1aa887eefd5a7733d6c080b5a9f05ec-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTAwMTI4NDtBUzo0MTk2MTc0NTAyODMwMDhAMTQ3NzA1NjAwNDEyMA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/285234268_A_qualitative_examination_of_major_barriers_in_implementation_of_reverse_logistics_within_the_South_Australian_construction_sector?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f1aa887eefd5a7733d6c080b5a9f05ec-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTAwMTI4NDtBUzo0MTk2MTc0NTAyODMwMDhAMTQ3NzA1NjAwNDEyMA==
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 128 

LSCM theories have been applied to construction to improve the industry’s obsolete and myopic 129 

means of controlling its logistics and supply chain (Vrijhoef and Koskela, 2000). While general 130 

LSCM theories and practices have enjoyed a period in vogue, considerable difficulties have been 131 

encountered in their application to construction, largely owing to the heterogeneity of the sector. 132 

Thus, the performance of LSCM in construction is still widely perceived to lag behind other sectors 133 

(Bankvall et al., 2010). It is essential to develop standards for alignment of LSCM systems (Gibb, 134 

2001), methods of quality assurance and risk reduction (Bankvall et al., 2010). Besides increasing 135 

the efficiency of internal systems, construction LSCM should also develop greater synergy and 136 

longer-term relationships between inter-organizational stakeholders (Saad et al., 2002). Some 137 

researchers have attributed the sluggish performance of construction LSCM to the root 138 

characteristics of the industry. For example, the sector’s entry barrier is fairly low (Chiang and 139 

Cheng, 2010) so “construction output is dominated by a plethora of small firms with high levels of 140 

sub-contracting and a widespread reliance on self-employment” (Green et al., 2005). In addition, 141 

high market concentration is rarely seen in the construction sector (Ye et al., 2009). Unlike Boeing 142 

and Airbus in the aerospace industry, no construction firms are able to dominate the global logistics 143 

and supply chain so that they can introduce proactive management measures, e.g. inspection and 144 

certification of suppliers. Numerous reports have recognized the fragmentation and discontinuity in 145 

construction, and suggestions are increasing that construction LSCM adopt collaborative working 146 

practice initiatives such as strategic alliances and partnering (Tennant and Fernie, 2014) 147 

 148 

Enabling technologies are integrated into the LSCM process to facilitate the tracking and 149 

monitoring of logistics. The radio frequency identification (RFID) technology is the mostly 150 

addressed enabling technology in assisting the component tracking and inventory management in 151 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/282657670_THE_FOUR_ROLES_OF_SUPPLY_CHAIN_MANAGEMENT_IN_CONSTRUCTION?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f1aa887eefd5a7733d6c080b5a9f05ec-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTAwMTI4NDtBUzo0MTk2MTc0NTAyODMwMDhAMTQ3NzA1NjAwNDEyMA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/46529016_Concentration_in_the_international_construction_market?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f1aa887eefd5a7733d6c080b5a9f05ec-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTAwMTI4NDtBUzo0MTk2MTc0NTAyODMwMDhAMTQ3NzA1NjAwNDEyMA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/24077836_Making_sense_of_supply_chain_management_A_comparative_study_of_aerospace_and_construction?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f1aa887eefd5a7733d6c080b5a9f05ec-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTAwMTI4NDtBUzo0MTk2MTc0NTAyODMwMDhAMTQ3NzA1NjAwNDEyMA==
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/227609861_Construction_loans_and_industry_development_The_case_of_Hong_Kong?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f1aa887eefd5a7733d6c080b5a9f05ec-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTAwMTI4NDtBUzo0MTk2MTc0NTAyODMwMDhAMTQ3NzA1NjAwNDEyMA==
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the construction LSCM (Flanagan et al., 2014; Lu et al., 2011). Besides, sensing-based systems 152 

enable the data capture and data transfer within the sensors network in the LSCM process. Shin et al. 153 

(2011) integrate the RFID technology, sensors network and service-oriented architecture to 154 

achieving the just-in-time (JIT) delivery in construction LSCM. The existing sensing and 155 

identification technologies manage to bring in new sights to the construction LSCM. However, 156 

there is still space for further improvement. The adoption of RFID technology often involves 157 

extensive manual work in reading and updating tags information (Akanmu et al., 2014).  Sensing-158 

based networks are subject to confine of range. Moreover, while the existing sensing-based LSCM 159 

system manage to capture and transfer the logistics data back to the virtual models or management 160 

system, Akanmu et al. (2014) highlight that there is a need for a more effective approach that will 161 

enable bi-directional coordination between virtual models/ management system and the physical 162 

construction.  163 

 164 

The concurrence of process and information in construction LSCM  165 

A clear trend emerging from the LSCM literature is an emphasis on the importance of information 166 

management (IM). For example, Zsidisin et al. (2000) asserted that the management of material and 167 

information flows is the key aspect of LSCM, which echoes Handfield and Nichols (1999). Lambert 168 

and Cooper (2000) argued that operating an integrated supply chain requires a continuous 169 

information flow integrated with the product flow. Information has been unequivocally highlighted 170 

as a new dimension to be managed in LSCM.  171 

 172 

One view of management is that it involves making decisions, programmed or non-programmed, to 173 

solve problems in human organizations. From a decision science perspective, management per se is 174 

making a web of decisions based on the information and knowledge available (Grant, 1996). Instead 175 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/251617948_Scenarios_for_applying_RFID_technology_in_construction_project_management?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f1aa887eefd5a7733d6c080b5a9f05ec-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTAwMTI4NDtBUzo0MTk2MTc0NTAyODMwMDhAMTQ3NzA1NjAwNDEyMA==
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of pursuing completely correct decision-making, decision scientists nowadays seem to be 176 

advocating ‘informed decision’ (Bekker et al., 1999). According to this tenet, a decision-maker 177 

should be well informed of the facts, implications and consequences when he/she makes a rational 178 

decision (Amendola, 2002), even though the outcome may not be as expected. This decision science 179 

view of management underpins previous studies and emphasizes the importance of information in 180 

LSCM. It also partly explains the vogue of information management (IM) and information 181 

communication technologies (ICT) in LSCM.  182 

 183 

One of the main objectives of IM is to support decision-making by ensuring that accurate 184 

information is always available at the right time in the right format to the right person (Chen et al., 185 

2015). In this paper, this objective is rephrased as process and information concurrence for two 186 

main reasons: (a) it is easier to communicate, and (b) it better reflects the researchers’ beliefs 187 

regarding the importance of information flow in parallel with traditional goods/services flow. 188 

Process and information concurrence is also the central theoretical argument of this research. 189 

Readers are reminded of the nuances of this argument, which critiques inefficiency on both sides of 190 

LSCM, i.e., process and information, and emphasizes concurrence of the two as the way forward. In 191 

the past, LSCM experts and consultants in particular have suggested revolutionizing existing LSCM 192 

processes by introducing new systems of questionable efficiency such as Enterprise Resource 193 

Planning (ERP). Information, meanwhile, has been treated as a panacea. The assumption has been 194 

that any problems in LSCM can be solved by managing information, yet the fact is we understand 195 

little about the information that is to be managed. Summarized from Kahn et al. (2002), Lee et al. 196 

(2002), Lu et al. (2011), and others, information has its own properties (see Table 1), which 197 

determine its usefulness in decision-making. While these properties help us probe information as a 198 

concept, how they can be measured (e.g. what are the indicators of information completeness or 199 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/251617948_Scenarios_for_applying_RFID_technology_in_construction_project_management?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f1aa887eefd5a7733d6c080b5a9f05ec-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTAwMTI4NDtBUzo0MTk2MTc0NTAyODMwMDhAMTQ3NzA1NjAwNDEyMA==
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timeliness) is far from crystal clear. In addition, questions remain with regard to process and 200 

information concurrence, such as how it can be ensured and measured, and how its effects on 201 

decision-making throughout the process can be monitored. 202 

 203 

<Table 1 here> 204 

 205 

Simon’s (1976) bounded rationality theory answers these questions in part. The theory’s ‘triangle of 206 

limits’ suggests that rationality of individuals in decision-making is limited by information, 207 

cognitive ability, and the finite amount of time they have to make decisions. The acquisition, 208 

circulation and processing of information underpin decision-making. One implication of the 209 

bounded rationality of individuals in an organizational management context is that decision-makers 210 

are noticeably biased in their acquisition of information (Choo, 2001). In selecting information 211 

source for decision-making, rationally, higher-quality resources that dovetail with the information 212 

need will be chosen. Further, decision-makers tend to select information that is convenient and 213 

accessible (Fidel and Green, 2004). With the help of ICT, decision-makers are less limited in their 214 

selection of information sources. Therefore, ICT could be implemented to enhance process and 215 

information concurrence in construction LSCM. For example, sensing technology can be used to 216 

capture large amounts of environmental data previously perceived as inaccessible (Behzadan et al., 217 

2008). It can also increase the capacity of communication channels to deliver data efficiently and 218 

expeditiously (Choo 2011). However, the bi-directional flow of information between the virtual 219 

information model and physical construction that has been discussed in the prior section is yet to be 220 

achieved. 221 

 222 

Smart construction objects 223 
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In place of a completely new system, smart construction objects (SCOs) augment existing 224 

construction resources with core smart properties including awareness, autonomy and 225 

communicativeness (Niu et al., 2015). Niu et al. (2015) have elaborated the theoretical foundations, 226 

definitions, core properties and representative application scenarios in details. The ‘Awareness’ 227 

denotes SCOs’ ability to sense and log their real-time condition and that of the surrounding 228 

environment. SCOs have activity, policy and process awareness (Kortuem et al., 2010). 229 

‘Communicativeness’ denotes the ability of an SCO to output information it has obtained through 230 

its awareness. Communication between an SCO and managerial personnel or among SCOs can be 231 

conducted through information pull or push modes. ‘Autonomy’ refers to the ability of an SCO to 232 

take self-directed action or alert people to the need for further action based on preset rules. Different 233 

types of core properties may combine to function, depending on decision-making needs and 234 

requirements of different circumstances throughout the construction process.  235 

 236 

Apparently, SCOs portrayed a new way of capturing, processing, and communicating information 237 

to support decision-making in construction. It is acknowledged that there have been studies 238 

investigating on one or two aspects of the SCO properties, such as the autonomy of machine or 239 

sensors networks. Most of those studies only focus on a specific function. Single or scattered smart 240 

objects that have been proposed are insufficient to realize their full potentials. Unlike conventional 241 

sensing based system, SCOs are based on the augmentation of existing construction objects and 242 

components that are already involved in the construction process. These augmented construction 243 

objects carry value-added and interconnected properties while not compromising their original 244 

appearance and functions.  245 

 246 
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SCOs are like basic particles flowing through the LSCM process; sensing, carrying, processing, and 247 

communicating information with different attributes (e.g. as shown in Table 1) to support decision-248 

making. They seem to offer a natural and promising means of enhancing process and information 249 

concurrence in construction LSCM. Beyond providing decision-making information to human 250 

decision-makers, what makes SCOs particularly different is that they can talk to each other directly. 251 

Hence, some routine or clear rule-based decisions can be made by SCOs autonomously without 252 

necessarily involving human decision-makers in the loop (Niu et al., 2015). Nonetheless, an 253 

operable, real-life LSCM system based on SCOs is yet to be developed, necessitating the present 254 

study. By developing an SCO-enabled LSCM system, this study also intends to test the theoretical 255 

argument of process and information concurrence. 256 

 257 

Methodology 258 

This research adopts the mixed methods of process reengineering, case studies, experiments, non-259 

participant observation, and interviews. Firstly, a process reengineering approach is utilized as an 260 

analytic tool to (1) diagnose the traditional construction LSCM process, and (2) compare the 261 

traditional LSCM process and the re-engineered process once the SCO-enabled system is developed 262 

and tested. The process reengineering approach is developed from business process reengineering 263 

(BPR), defined as the fundamental rethinking and redesign of business processes so as to achieve 264 

dramatic and sustainable improvements in the performance of an organization (Hammer and 265 

Champy, 1993). Another interpretation of BPR advocated by Davenport and Short (1990) suggests 266 

that the analysis and design of workflows should take place both intra- and inter-organizationally. 267 

With multiple parties involved in the whole life cycle of construction, a reengineering philosophy 268 

that adopts a ‘process view’ rather than a ‘task’ or ‘function’ view is, in principle, well-suited to the 269 

project-based nature of the construction industry (Ruika et al., 2003). Process reengineering in 270 
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construction aims to progressively develop an integrated project delivery process that focuses on 271 

optimizing process predictability and enhancing the value of the final product (Chan et al., 1999), 272 

which resonates with the thoughts underpinning the SCO-enabled LSCM system, i.e. process and 273 

information concurrence. 274 

 275 

LSCM of prefabrication housing provision in Hong Kong was adopted as the case study. Around 50% 276 

of Hong Kong’s population of 7.8 million live in public housing while the other half occupy private 277 

properties (Census and Statistics Department, 2007); most of both types is high-rise given Hong 278 

Kong’s extreme land scarcity. In view of widespread discontent over housing issues, the 279 

government has implemented a series of interventions to increase housing provision. However, on 280 

the production side, capacity to provide housing is often confined. Prefabrication has thus been 281 

increasingly advocated owing to potential benefits including better quality, a faster construction 282 

process, and a cleaner and safer working environment. Hong Kong has moved its entire 283 

prefabrication sector offshore to the Pearl River Delta (PRD) region where land, labor, and material 284 

supplies are relatively cheaper. Unlike high-rise buildings in the U.S. which use steel structures, 285 

steel-concrete composite structures predominate in Hong Kong. A high level of prefabrication has 286 

been developed with major precast elements including facades, staircases, parapets, partition walls, 287 

semi-precast slabs and, more recently, volumetric precast bathrooms and kitchens. These are 288 

designed in Hong Kong, ordered in advance, precast in the PRD, and transported to Hong Kong by 289 

truck for on-site assembly. In reaping the claimed benefits of prefabrication, LSCM is extremely 290 

important. 291 

 292 

With the support of the client and main contractor, the research team was installed in a Hong Kong 293 

public housing construction project including five high-rise residential towers and one commercial 294 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/244085781_Construction_process_reengineering_a_case_study?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f1aa887eefd5a7733d6c080b5a9f05ec-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTAwMTI4NDtBUzo0MTk2MTc0NTAyODMwMDhAMTQ3NzA1NjAwNDEyMA==
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center. Process reengineering analysis was adopted to understand the pros and cons of the existing 295 

LSCM process. Then an architecture of the SCO-enabled LSCM system was proposed: basically, a 296 

multi-layer SCO-enabled smart system to facilitate information capture, distribution, processing, 297 

presentation, and communication in line with the LSCM process. Much effort was paid to the 298 

development of the system into a prototype linking database, building information modeling (BIM), 299 

and Google Maps in a single page. The prototype was then piloted in the daily operation of the 300 

prefabrication construction, namely, manufacturing in the PRD, cross-border transportation, and on-301 

site assembly. Then process reengineering analysis was conducted again to understand the changed 302 

process, with a view to examining the concurrence of process and information and its effects on 303 

decision-making throughout the LSCM. This analysis involved experiments, non-participant 304 

observation, and interviews with managers, foremen, and workers. Although these research 305 

activities are described in a sequential manner here, they actually formed an anthropological study 306 

lasting for around a year with many trails between researchers and practitioners. 307 

 308 

Results and analyses 309 

Existing construction LSCM process 310 

Derived from a process reengineering analysis, Fig. 1 demonstrates a traditional generic 311 

configuration of LSCM in construction. There are three parties involved in the LSCM process 312 

including the offshore supplier of prefabricated components, the cross-border transporter, and the 313 

main contractor. For the current practice in Hong Kong, the main contractor would issue a bill of 314 

quantities (BQ) of total prefabricated components needed in the project to the supplier. The order 315 

for producing each batch of components would be made throughout the construction process 316 

depending on the programme. There would be another order from the main contractor to specify the 317 

delivery deadline for each batch of prefabricated components so that the supplier could prepare for 318 
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shipping. There orders are issued as electronic files and delivery by separate emails between the 319 

supplier and the main contractor. A third-party carrier would transport the prefabricated components 320 

across the Guangdong-Hong Kong border to the construction site. After delivery, the transporter 321 

would need to present a paper receipt from the main contractor to the supplier to confirm delivery. 322 

 323 

<Fig. 1 here> 324 

 325 

Limited corresponding information flow (e.g. ad-hoc telephone communication) is normally 326 

available in parallel with the production, transportation, and on-site assembly processes. The 327 

logistics and supply of the components must be planned months ahead and stated on paper 328 

documents (e.g. delivery dockets), but real-time information can only be available to a project 329 

manager when the components are delivered. Material flow and information flow are one-330 

directional and separate. Information flow occurs concurrently with the contractor’s scheduled 331 

orders with the supplier, and relies on paper-based document exchange, email communications, and 332 

sometimes telephone conversations. Variations and rectifications form part of an extended 333 

information flow. At any point, lack of accurate and updated information could lead to severe 334 

wastage on the production side and contract-supplier discrepancies.  335 

 336 

The architecture of the SCO-enabled LSCM system 337 

A multi-layer SCO-enabled LSCM system (whose architecture is shown in Fig. 2) is proposed to 338 

enhance process and information concurrence. At the shopfloor layer are the materials, components, 339 

and machinery (e.g. forklifts or lorries) that have been augmented into SCOs. With the three core 340 

properties embedded, the type and level of each property are customized in the second layer by 341 

adopting smart technologies such as Bluetooth, WiFi, Zigbee, and GPS. For example, a precast 342 
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façade in at the shopfloor layer can be augmented with the policy awareness by using a GPS sensor 343 

and the push communicativeness by using a global system for mobile (GSM) module. In the LSCM 344 

system, SCOs such as the smart façade are expected to sense real-time locations during the delivery 345 

process and push the information back to the smart management platform (SMP).  346 

 347 

The SMP layer serves as an information database as well as a centralized management platform. All 348 

the data captured by SCOs, when generated along the LSCM process, can be transferred 349 

concurrently back to the SMP in the GSM channel. This layer could incorporate a BIM-oriented 350 

database of established project information. By communicating with SCOs, the SMP also receives 351 

and stores data in the online IoT database. Meanwhile, applications in the top layer such as real-352 

time information sensing, conditional alerting, and information sharing, are executed based on the 353 

needs and requirements of the SMP. Linked to the BIM model and the real-time location database, 354 

an online interactive map could present SCOs’ real-time locations. Data exchange between the 355 

application layer and the SMP ensures information and process concurrence during the LSCM 356 

process. 357 

<Fig.2 here> 358 

 359 

The LSCM process after the SCO-enabled process reengineering 360 

With the SCO-enabled LSCM system, the LSCM process can be improved (see Fig. 3). When the 361 

material flow remains relatively the traditional way, the information flow throughout the whole 362 

LSCM process is revolutionarily changed. The SMP serves as a shared database for the supplier and 363 

the contractor, allowing these parties to exchange information in a real-time manner. Thus, there is 364 

a two-way information flow via the SMP as a hub. The procurement list, orders for production and 365 

orders for delivery can be issued online in the SMP and the supplier alerted to receive these 366 
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documents and confirm receipts. Meanwhile, the off-site supplier could submit queries through the 367 

SMP to seek clarification from the contractor side. Unlike previous studies proposing web-based 368 

systems similar to the SMP for LSCM (Soroor and Tarokh, 2006; Wang et al., 2007), the object-to-369 

object (O2O) communications in this study are performed autonomously. When traditional 370 

construction objects are augmented into SCOs, they proactively share information with people, 371 

alleviating the extensive human work of finding and gathering one-way logistical information. The 372 

combination of the SCO’s interconnected properties could enable a bi-directional flow of 373 

information between SCOs and the SMP. 374 

 375 

<Fig.3 here> 376 

 377 

The SCO prototype  378 

Unlike prevailing collaborative project management platforms (even those using cloud 379 

technologies), the proposed system is enabled by SCOs. These can sense their own status and push 380 

back to a centralized platform, i.e. the SMP. The smart properties of the SCOs are programmed 381 

using C/C++ on an Arduino UNO chip, with an integrated GPS module, GSM module, and battery 382 

supply. The GSM locating module is adopted because GPS signals are often blocked in Hong 383 

Kong’s urban areas. The chip with connected modules is incorporated into a black box design, 384 

which can be embedded in the surface recess of a prefabricated component when loaded for 385 

shipping. Thus, damage can be avoided during loading and unloading, and the black box can be 386 

demounted for reuse. The hole left after removal of the black box can be filled with concrete when 387 

the component is assembled. In addition, each SCO is assigned a unique identification code 388 

associated with the basic design parameters in the SMP database.  389 

 390 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/243459986_Innovative_SCM_A_wireless_solution_to_smartly_coordinate_the_supply_processes_via_a_web-based_real-time_system?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f1aa887eefd5a7733d6c080b5a9f05ec-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTAwMTI4NDtBUzo0MTk2MTc0NTAyODMwMDhAMTQ3NzA1NjAwNDEyMA==
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As discussed above, SCOs have different smartness modes. In this specific scenario, SCOs apply 391 

active autonomy, policy awareness and information push during the LSCM process (see Fig. 4). 392 

When each SCO is shipped, it updates to shipping status once its real-time coordinates pass the 393 

preset supplier site threshold. This is achieved using the active autonomy mode, where the SCO 394 

could take autonomous actions. Then SCOs push their real-time geographical coordinates to the 395 

SMP at regular intervals for monitoring and record-keeping, enabling the information flow to stay 396 

up-to-date with the material flow during the transportation process. Applying policy awareness, 397 

SCOs sense certain thresholds (Niu et al., 2015). For each SCO, the coordinates within certain 398 

geographical ranges are programmed as the thresholds. Once a threshold is reached, the SCOs take 399 

passive or active action accordingly. The default status of each SCO is set as standby, and this status 400 

is maintained as long as the sensed geographical coordinates are within the range of the off-shore 401 

production site. When each SCO enters the range of the construction site, it will update to on-site 402 

status by policy awareness and active autonomy again. The SCO will then sense its coordinates and 403 

altitude against the digitized 3D site coordinates. To facilitate this, the construction site will be 404 

digitized with 3D coordinates to assign each location assigned a unique trixial (x, y, z) coordinate 405 

(Liu et al., 2015). For an SCO with on-site status, the designated installation coordinates are set as 406 

the policy threshold. Once the SCO’s real-time location matches the designated location, the SCO 407 

updates its status to confirm installation. 408 

<Fig.4 here> 409 

The SMP prototype 410 

An SMP is essential for utilizing SCO data and thereby enabling SCO-enabled LSCM process 411 

reengineering. In the SMP prototype developed in this research, the online user interface consists of 412 

three panels written in JavaScript and JavaScript-based Libraries, including the Google map 413 

application programming interface (API) and the Web Graphics Library (WebGL) (see Fig. 5). The 414 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/303601442_A_SCO-Based_Tower_Crane_System_for_Prefabrication_Construction?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f1aa887eefd5a7733d6c080b5a9f05ec-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTAwMTI4NDtBUzo0MTk2MTc0NTAyODMwMDhAMTQ3NzA1NjAwNDEyMA==
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data panel presents the ID of each SCO and its real-time location in latitude and longitude. Each 415 

record is linked to a location tag in the Google Maps panel, plotting the delivery route of the SCO. 416 

This increases real-time information visibility and traceability (Lu et al., 2011). The delivery status 417 

of each SCO is stored in the data panel, and can also be synchronized with the BIM model. The 418 

BIM model panel are backed up by WebGL presentations in the webpage. The 3D BIM model is 419 

presented in the BIM panel of the SMP, where each prefabricated element is associated with an 420 

SCO. When the status of SCO changes, so does the color of the block in the BIM model. 421 

<Fig.5 here> 422 

 423 

The SMP supports the smart properties of SCOs while it also possessing its own. Serving as a 424 

central management platform, the SMP can reduce tedious, error-prone manual work with process 425 

awareness and passive autonomy. For example, schedule-checking activities can be done in the 426 

SMP using process awareness. When receiving real-time status updates from SCOs, the SMP can 427 

make comparisons with the default schedule and, based on processes designed in the SMP, offer 428 

different options. If the LSCM activities are on schedule, the SMP would allow progression to the 429 

next scheduled activity. If not, the SMP would use passive autonomy to issue an alert so that action 430 

could be taken to adjust the schedule. Since the SMP also serves as an information database, 431 

stakeholders can extract information from the SMP or seek further information when needed. 432 

 433 

Process and information concurrence in traditional and SCO-enabled LSCM systems 434 

The SCO-enabled LSCM system is expected to enhance process and information concurrence 435 

throughout the logistics and supply chain. To better understand how this system works, the detailed 436 

goods/services flow and information flow before and after SCO-enabled process reengineering are 437 

mapped (in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, respectively) based on case study data collected using non-participant 438 

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/251617948_Scenarios_for_applying_RFID_technology_in_construction_project_management?el=1_x_8&enrichId=rgreq-f1aa887eefd5a7733d6c080b5a9f05ec-XXX&enrichSource=Y292ZXJQYWdlOzMwOTAwMTI4NDtBUzo0MTk2MTc0NTAyODMwMDhAMTQ3NzA1NjAwNDEyMA==
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observations, unstructured interviews, and archive study. In some key processes, SCOs have 439 

replaced humans in capturing and preparing information. For example, in the traditional LSCM 440 

process, there are two schedule-checking activities associated with stages MC6 and MC8 (Fig. 7) 441 

which would be done manually by foremen. These checking activities are essential since the results 442 

could influence further installation progress and proceeding orders. In the reengineered process, 443 

crosschecking is carried out by the SMP. Previous studies (e.g. Reason, 2000; Sterman, 1989) 444 

which acknowledged that human beings are not infallible when it comes to processing information 445 

and making informed decisions. Table 2 is a detailed comparison of the differences of 446 

goods/services and information flows by linking them to Fig. 6 and Fig. 7. The table is largely self-447 

explanatory. It can be seen that the goods/services flow remains largely unchanged. What has been 448 

changed is the information flow; enabled by SCOs, the information flow is concurrent with the 449 

goods/services flow and the right information is available at the right time for decision-making. 450 

Real-time information visibility and traceability have improved, and the problems of fragmentation 451 

and discontinuity have been alleviated.  452 

<Table 2 here> 453 

 454 

The SCO-enabled LSCM system is effective in terms of allowing more informed decision-making, 455 

evident by practitioners’ willingness to further invest in developing the system. The research team 456 

explored two slightly different solutions on applying the SCO-enabled system. Initially, the SCOs 457 

are enabled using RFID+App+SMP. RFID tags are tagged on prefabricated components to indicate 458 

their locations when being scanned by APP installed on handheld devices (e.g. smartphones). The 459 

RFID+App+SMP solution was well received by managerial people as it could tighten the process, 460 

but resistance was also recorded; some foremen felt it was still somewhat interruptive and labor-461 

intensive to scan RFID tags. Much calibration effort has thus been paid to minimize the possible 462 
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interruption of current LSCM process. Therefore, the research team explored the alternative 463 

approach, using GPS/GSM+SMP. The practitioners are willing to collaborate in further developing 464 

the GPS/GSM+SMP solution as they foresee that the process will be leaner; decision-making 465 

information such as location and status will be automatically sensed, computed, and pushed to the 466 

SMP without any human intervention or labor. To give an idea of the extra resources involved in 467 

developing the SCO-enabled LSCM system, in Hong Kong, sub-contractors charge around 468 

HK$250,000 (US$32000 equivalent) for only tagging 150 RFID tags to building components 469 

according to specifications. Without evident benefits, the practitioners will not be keen to push the 470 

research.  471 

<Fig.6 here> 472 

<Fig.7 here> 473 

 474 

While the comparison analysis in Table 2 and the welcoming attitudes from the industrial 475 

practitioners towards the SCO-enabled system could partially evident the effectiveness of this 476 

system, it is acknowledged that more measurable criteria should be used to assess the effectiveness 477 

of the proposed SCO-enabled LSCM system over traditional LSCM approaches. A detailed 478 

evaluation of the SCO-enabled LSCM system is undertaken to validate the system, considering both 479 

the objective effectiveness criteria and the perceived effectiveness criteria. The objective criteria 480 

concern data such as the average delivery time, rate of on-schedule delivery, rate of on-schedule 481 

installation that are directly captured and recorded by SCOs. As for the perceive effectiveness 482 

criteria, constructs from the technology acceptance model (TAM) (Davis 1986) will be adopted to 483 

assess the perceived usefulness and intentions from the perspective of the people who use the 484 

system. The validation criteria, process, and outcomes are envisaged to be given in future studies.  485 
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 486 

Discussion 487 

Logistics and supply chain management (LSCM) has been so widely advocated across sectors 488 

including construction. It may be time to call for a moratorium on logistics and supply chain 489 

managerialism. Prevailing LSCM has been much exhorted to introduce radical changes, e.g. via 490 

business process reengineering or buying in new systems, to streamline its leanness and in turn to 491 

improve its efficiency. This research questioned the stream of suggestions, as current LSCM 492 

process, despite its reported inefficiency, should have reached to an optimal stage no longer need 493 

radical changes. Buying in new LSCM systems to solve the problems in old systems very often 494 

invites more problems. As evident in the RFID+App+SMP system developed in this study, some 495 

simple taps on RFID readers, if interrupting the readily accepted LSCM process, could be a factor 496 

to prevent a LSCM system from being widely diffused. Simply blaming the industry being slow to 497 

respond to changes (Woudhuysen, 2004) adds no new knowledge and is largely futile.  498 

 499 

Cynics may say that the authors are actually introducing a new LSCM system for construction use, 500 

despite the fact that the type of solutions has just been critiqued above. The LSCM system here is 501 

enabled by smart construction objects (SCOs): augmented construction goods that can gather, 502 

process, and exchange information (Niu et al., 2015). By connecting these SCOs to a smart 503 

management platform (SMP), the SCO-enabled LSCM system allows not only automatic 504 

synchronization of information with a single, shared platform, but also autonomous actions which 505 

do not necessarily need to include human decision-makers. Building on previous studies on SCOs, 506 

this research has integrated SCOs with an SMP and detailed an operable LSCM system. The multi-507 
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layer architecture of the SCO-enabled LSCM system developed in this study provides clear 508 

direction for replication of the work done here.  509 

 510 

The concurrence of process and information provides the theoretical underpinning for this study’s 511 

reengineering of the LSCM process, encouraging information management which supports 512 

decision-making by ensuring that accurate information is always available at the right time in the 513 

right format to the right person. The information attributes explored in this study (accuracy, 514 

accessibility, and timeliness) are good directions to make the concept of process and information 515 

concurrence operable. Nevertheless, further studies are desired to better define and measure these 516 

attributes.  517 

 518 

If properly connected to BIMs and the IoT, SCOs represent a great opportunity to improve current 519 

construction practices (Niu et al., 2015). Their smart properties enable them to help synchronize as-520 

built information with a BIM in a real-time manner, thereby supporting decision-making. SCOs can 521 

also serve as elementary nodes in the construction IoT (Niu et al., 2015). Based on this vision, this 522 

study has developed a real SCO computational application, i.e. the SCO-enabled LSCM system. 523 

The effectiveness of this system is evidenced by construction practitioners’ keenness to apply it in 524 

their daily LSCM operations. Nevertheless, future studies are recommended to develop a more 525 

measurable set of indicators so that the effectiveness of the SCO-enabled LSCM system can be 526 

quantified using empirical evidence. In addition, it is desired that the architecture of the canonical 527 

SCOs-enabled system, together with its theoretical underpinning, should be customized and scaled 528 

up to other construction scenarios requiring more informed decision-making. Construction is well 529 

known for its heterogeneous processes varying from one trade to another. Achieving customization 530 

and scalability of smart construction is thus certainly not easy but needs innovative ideas. For 531 
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example, the authors have developed a canonical integrated chip, which can be massively 532 

‘implanted’ to existing construction objects and processes to perform customizable and scalable 533 

smart functions, including awareness, communicativeness and autonomy. A system cannot be 534 

linearly scaled up; it is almost certain that the system will slow down, overflow, or even break when 535 

the size of the LSCM increases. These will be tackled in future studies.  536 

 537 

While construction practitioners enjoying the leanness and productivity enhancement offered by the 538 

SCO-enabled LSCM system, it is acknowledged that barriers remain to its full operation. A 539 

pervasive conservatism in the construction industry prevents participants from embracing new 540 

technology and new working processes. In addition, the cost saving in reducing time buffers is not 541 

instantly realized, which may hinder the application of the system in organizations that are 542 

particularly sensitive to ICT expenditure before costs and benefits are articulated. However, the 543 

potential of SCOs in information acquisition, distribution and processing are shown to be helpful for 544 

decision-making in the construction LSCM system. It is of interest in both the academic and 545 

industrial spheres to investigate the applications of SCOs in supporting construction management in 546 

other scenarios, inter alia, safety management, construction procedure guiding, and facilities 547 

management.  548 

 549 

Conclusions 550 

This research is an in-depth exploration of smart construction objects (SCOs) focusing on their 551 

computational applications in construction logistics and supply chain management (LSCM). Instead 552 

of developing a completely new system that intrudes upon current LSCM processes, this research 553 

argues for the concurrence of process and information, i.e., managing information throughout the 554 

LSCM process to support decision-making. By augmenting existing construction resources with 555 
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core smart properties including awareness, autonomy and communicativeness, SCOs represent a 556 

new way of capturing, processing, and communicating information. By connecting them to the 557 

smart management platform, a SCO-enabled LSCM system is developed. The system is further 558 

calibrated and validated in the rich context of offshore prefabrication housing production in Hong 559 

Kong. Anecdotal evidence has shown that the system is effective in terms of facilitating better 560 

LCSM decision-making.   561 

 562 

The research makes several practical and theoretical contributions. Firstly, the SCO-enabled LSCM 563 

system can be implemented in real-life practice to alleviate many problems existing in construction 564 

LSCM. The multi-layer architecture of the SCO-enabled LSCM system developed in this study 565 

provides clear direction and sufficient detail for other researchers interested in replicating the work 566 

here. While questioning the ‘radical changes’ advocated by business process re-engineering (BPR), 567 

this research confirms that BPR is a very useful analytical framework for analyzing the LSCM 568 

process. The research also adds to the theoretical debate on decision-making by arguing the 569 

importance of process and information concurrence and trying to explicate it in construction LSCM. 570 

It provides a sound theoretical foundation for efforts to reengineer the LSCM process, but asserts 571 

that future research efforts should be devoted to better measure the concurrence of process and 572 

information. 573 

 574 

It is acknowledged that there are numerous hurdles in the way of full operation of the SCO-enabled 575 

LSCM system. In addition to the construction industry’s notorious reluctance to embrace change, 576 

technical and economic challenges associated with the system are yet to be fully addressed. Future 577 

studies are thus recommended to solve the technical problems, as well as to find empirical evidence 578 

quantifying the costs and benefits of the LSCM system. It is also suggested that the canonical 579 
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system based on SCOs should be customized and scaled up to other construction scenarios requiring 580 

better decision-making.  581 
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Fig. 1. Existing LSCM process in construction 

 



 
Fig. 2. The architecture of the proposed SCO-enabled LSCM system 

 



 
Fig 3. The proposed SCO-enabled LSCM process 

 



 
Fig 4. The property diagram of SCOs and the SMP 

 



 

Fig. 5. The user interface of the Smart Management Platform (SMP) 
 



 

Fig. 6. The LSCM process map before the SCO-enabled reengineering 
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Fig. 7. The LSCM process map after SCO-enabled reengineering 
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